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consequences of integration. The entry of multinationals makes the lifetime earning pro-
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1 Introduction

One of the most common arguments in favor of activities of multinational enterprises (MNEs) in
developing countries is that knowledge/technology can thereby diffuse from MNEs to domestic
firms. This belief is reflected in the widespread use of investment incentives by many host
country governments to attract prospective MNE investors (Oman, 2000). Yet, how does this
knowledge diffuse to domestic firms? And what are the consequences of such diffusion for the
domestic economy? In an era of unprecedented globalization, answers to these questions have
taken on a great deal of policy relevance.

The last two decades have seen the development of a large literature that examines whether
and how knowledge diffuses from MNEs to domestic firms (See Lipsey and Sjöholm, 2005, for
a survey). While the focus of most of these studies has been on finding evidence of knowledge
spillovers, the precise mechanisms through which the spillovers occur are less well-understood.
In particular, the mobility of workers from MNEs to domestic firms has not received enough
attention. Casual observation, however, indicates that this could be an important channel for
knowledge diffusion. For example, in the year 1981, four employees working in Patni Computer
Systems Limited, a MNE, left to form (along with three others) Infosys Limited, an information
and technology (IT) firm. Infosys has gone on to become one of the largest IT firms of not
only India, but the entire world. More recently, two former Amazon.com employees founded
Flipkart, which has turned into the largest online bookstore in India.

Infosys and Flipkart might be two of the more notable examples, but instances of employees
learning from MNEs and then founding their own firms are widely prevalent. For example, Gi-
arratana, Pagano and Torrisi (2004) look at the spin-offs from MNEs that were created in India
after the country liberalized in 1991 and find that the founders brought a high level of techno-
logical expertise from the MNEs to the new firms. Similarly, many potential entrepreneurs in
China perceive the MNEs as schools where they can train themselves; many of them leave to
start their own business, once they have the required expertise.1 Easterly (2001) discusses the
Korean company Daewoo’s decision to train the workers of a Bangladeshi textile firm in 1979;
most of them left the parent firm during the 1980s to start their own garment export firms, laying
the foundation for the $2 billion dollars Bangladeshi garment industry.2

Until recently, the evidence on knowledge spillover from MNEs through worker mobility

1“China’s people problem”, The Economist, 14th April, 2005.
2Evidence on founders of spin-offs inheriting knowledge from their parents in the U.S. economy is provided

by Klepper (2002) for the automobile industry, Klepper and Sleeper (2005) for the laser industry, and Filson and
Franco (2006) for the rigid disk drive industry.
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had been confined to anecdotes and surveys. This, however, is changing slowly. The availabil-
ity of longitudinal linked employer-employee data sets for a number of countries has made it
possible to track workers over time. These data sets allow the researcher to observe workers
who switch from one firm to another, together with a host of worker and firm characteristics
(See Abowd and Kramarz, 1999, for a discussion of some of these data sets). Taking advan-
tage of such a data set from Brazil, Poole (2011) estimates MNE spillovers through the hiring
of workers with MNE experience by domestic firms. Poole shows that the wages of workers
in domestic establishments goes up in the presence of MNE-trained workers; at the aggre-
gate level, such spillovers have the potential to generate wage increases to the tune of 0.6% of
GDP.3 Balsvik (2011) uses a similar dataset from Norway to test for knowledge spillovers from
MNEs. He finds that workers with prior MNE experience contribute 20% more to productivity
of domestic firms, relative to workers without such experience. Other studies to examine this
particular channel for knowledge spillovers include Görg and Strobl (2005), Malchow-Møller,
Markusen and Schjerning (2007), and Markusen and Trofimenko (2009).4

In light of the evidence presented above, in this paper, I develop a model that sheds light
on the impact of MNE entry on welfare, wages and occupational choice. At the forefront of
my analysis is diffusion of knowledge through learning and worker mobility.5 Specifically, I
develop a dynamic general equilibrium model with three key features: (1) every period, agents
with heterogeneous knowledge choose their occupation and sort into production teams, (2)
within teams, workers learn from managers, and (3) there is perfect mobility of workers within
a country. Complementarity between the worker’s and manager’s knowledge in the produc-
tion and learning technologies leads to positive assortative matching (or PAM), whereby more
knowledgeable workers team up with more knowledgeable managers to produce and learn.6

Globalization or integration allows managers to hire workers from other countries - MNEs

3As Poole argues, this is probably a lower bound for spillovers since it ignores the direct increases in establish-
ment productivity (a part of which may be captured by profits, rather than wages).

4Looking at a firm survey from Ghana, Görg and Strobl (2005) show that firms which are run by owners who
worked for foreign MNEs in the same industry immediately prior to opening their firm, are more productive than
other domestic firms. Using a matched employer-employee data set from Denmark, Malchow-Møller et al. (2007)
show that both workers, as well as, self-employed agents experience an increase in earnings if they had previous
experience in MNEs. Markusen and Trofimenko (2009) provide evidence that the use of foreign experts has a
positive effect on both wages and value-added of workers in Colombian plants.

5The finding of Keller (2002) that knowledge spillovers are local, combined with the result that speaking
the same language facilitates diffusion of knowledge, suggests that one possible channel for diffusion is human
interaction. Building on this idea, Keller and Yeaple (2009a) build a model where transfer of knowledge requires
face-to-face interaction between co-workers.

6In their study of variation in management practices across firms and countries, Bloom and Van Reenen (2010)
find that that the education of both workers and managers is strongly correlated with management scores; more
educated workers are hired by more educated managers.
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are formed.7 I consider a two country model, where the foreign country has relatively more
knowledgeable agents (in a sense to be made precise shortly) compared to the home country.
This results in lower wages under autarky in the home country, creating incentive for foreign
managers to hire home workers. Following integration, new teams are formed as foreign man-
agers try to leverage their superior knowledge with respect to home workers. In this setting, I
identify two effects that determine home wages. First, integration increases the competition for
workers, which tends to raise wages. This is the labor demand effect. This alone would make
some of the incumbent managers worse off. But there is also a new effect: integration creates
the possibility for the workers to be matched with very knowledgeable foreign managers. By
working for these managers, workers can learn and earn more than under autarky. PAM, how-
ever, implies that the less knowledgeable workers can expect to work for the MNEs in the future
only if they learn from the less knowledgeable home managers, and this creates a rent. Since
learning is fully foreseen by the agents, the managers extract part of this rent by paying lower
wages and thereby internalize the knowledge “spillover”. This is the learning effect. If agents
learn fast enough, this effect dominates and the wage schedule shifts down by enough to make
the incumbent managers better off. The workers are better off too, because the increase in their
continuation value outweighs the reduction in current wage. The above mechanism through
which integration can lead to a Pareto improvement in the host country is new in the literature.8

The model is explored further in the numerical section. I present three sets of results con-
cerning lifetime earnings profiles, inequality and spin-offs from MNEs. The learning dynamics
of the model imply that the lifetime earnings profiles of agents born as workers are upward
sloping. The slope of the earnings profile depends on the matching function. By improving the
matches, integration increases the amount of knowledge that agents can acquire in each period,
thereby raising the gradient of the lifetime earnings profiles.

Since the distribution of knowledge is endogenous, the model also allows me to talk mean-
ingfully about inequality and how it changes following integration. A change in inequality in
this model reflects not only a change in the agents’ earnings but also a change in the entire
knowledge distribution following integration, a feature that is absent in static models of trade
or FDI. I show that if agents learn fast enough, integration can increase aggregate inequality.9

7In this paper, MNEs are synonymous with international production teams. I abstract from the issue related
to the boundaries of international firms. For some recent papers which deal with this issue, see Antràs (2003),
Grossman and Helpman (2003) and Antràs and Helpman (2004).

8MNEs extracting learning rents from workers also features in the model of Malchow-Møller, Markusen and
Schjerning (2007). In their model, MNEs provide workers with learning opportunities while domestic firms do not.
Since workers are homogeneous, in equilibrium they must be indifferent between joining both types of firms. This
results in the workers in MNEs earning lower wages in the first period; the workers “pay” to acquire knowledge.

9See Goldberg and Pavcnik (March 2007) for evidence on episodes of globalization, which include both trade
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Another novel prediction of the model concerns the spin-offs from the MNEs. Among
the new managers entering the economy every period, a fraction consists of those who were
previously working in other firms. I show that the biggest and most productive firms operating
at home are, on average, run by foreign managers. Combined with PAM, this implies that
founders of spin-offs who have previous MNE experience are, on average, more knowledgeable
than those who do not. Furthermore, some of these spin-offs are larger and more productive
than the largest firms under autarky.10

This paper adds to the large literature on international knowledge diffusion and, in partic-
ular, to the literature on knowledge diffusion through MNEs. MNE activity is not the only
conduit of knowledge diffusion across countries, but it is widely perceived to be an important
one.11 Griffith et al. (2003) and Haskel et al. (2007) show that small but positive spillovers
from MNEs exist in the United Kingdom. Economically and statistically significant positive
spillovers have been found for MNEs operating in Lithuania (Javorcik, 2004) and in the United
States (Keller and Yeaple, 2009b) (For a comprehensive survey, see Keller, 2004). The findings
of positive spillovers have renewed interest in the channels through which knowledge diffuses
from MNEs to domestic firms.12

In developing a model of knowledge diffusion through worker mobility, this paper com-
bines two strands of the existing literature. Kremer and Maskin (2006) and Antràs, Garicano
and Rossi-Hansberg (2006) use matching models to analyze how international team formation
affects earnings and welfare. In Burstein and Monge-Naranjo (2009), international teams arise
due to the interaction of country-embedded productivity (captured by the quality of institu-
tions, infrastructure and productive inputs, among other factors) and firm-embedded productiv-
ity (captured by managerial know-how). Those models, however, are static in nature, with the

and FDI liberalization, being accompanied by increasing inequality. IMF (2007) reports that inward FDI has
exacerbated inequality in developing countries.

10Recent years have witnessed the arrival of a new breed of emerging market multinationals in global business
(“The Challengers”, The Economist, 10th January, 2008).

11Other possible channels for knowledge diffusion include trade, ethnic communities and travel. Coe and Help-
man (1995) and Coe, Helpman and Hoffmaister (1997) provide evidence of knowledge spillovers through imports,
although Keller (1998) casts doubt on their findings. The evidence on knowledge spillovers through exports is
mixed too; Clerides, Lach and Tybout (1998), Bernard and Jensen (1999) and Aw, Chung and Roberts (2000) do
not find any evidence of learning through exporting, while Biesebroeck (2005) and Loecker (2007) do. Kerr (2008)
shows that codified and tacit knowledge flows between U.S. ethnic research and entrepreneurial communities and
their home countries. Examining the flow of business travelers between U.S.and seventy-four other countries,
Keller and Hovhannisyan (2010) find that international business travel leads to the diffusion of knowledge.

12Of course, knowledge diffusion is not the only cause for positive MNE spillovers. Facing competition from
MNEs, domestic firms could upgrade technology and thereby raise productivity. Productivity spillovers could also
happen through linkages between MNEs and domestic firms (Rodrı́guez-Clare, 1996; Markusen and Venables,
1999).
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distribution of knowledge in a country being given exogenously. I allow workers to learn from
their managers, thereby extending the above mentioned models to a dynamic environment. By
imposing quite weak restrictions on the production and learning technologies, I am able to char-
acterize the equilibrium of both the closed as well as the integrated economies. In the process,
I not only confirm some of their results in a more general setting, but generate new insights as
to the nature of welfare gains, inequality and worker mobility.13

In related work, Monge-Naranjo (2008) and Beaudry and Francois (2010) develop dynamic
general equilibrium models involving multinationals and on-the-job learning.14 Those models
do not involve matching however. A key feature of Monge-Naranjo is costly skill acquisition
by individuals. By assuming learning by observing within firms, I instead focus on matching
and endogenous occupational choice. In terms of the firm’s problem, my paper is closer to
Beaudry and Francois. In their model, skills are transferred from managers to workers through
learning by observing. As in my model, firms offer a bundle of wage and skill to workers, who
trade current wage with continuation value. The authors are primarily concerned, however, with
analyzing why managers from developed countries may not relocate to developing countries,
despite a shortage of skills in the latter. This is different from my paper in that I focus on the
impact of MNEs on domestic skill accumulation and its consequences, assuming that there are
sufficient incentives for foreign managers to relocate.15 Despite these similarities, my model
differs from the above mentioned papers in one key respect. In Monge-Naranjo, workers get
only one chance to learn (since he has a two period overlapping generations model), while in
Beaudry and Francois, workers immediately become managers upon learning. The combination
of long-lived agents, PAM and stochastic learning implies that workers in my model can learn
throughout their lives and two workers with identical initial conditions can end up with very
different life-time earnings profiles. Besides generating richer dynamics at the individual level,
this makes it possible for even the less knowledgeable domestic workers to work in MNEs in
the future, thereby opening up a new channel for welfare gain.

The remainder of the paper proceeds as follows. Section 2 describes the model while in
Section 3, I study the properties of a stationary equilibrium. In Section 4, I analyze how inte-
gration affects matches, output and welfare in the host country. I study a numerical example in

13Ramondo (2008) and Garetto (2008) develop quantitative models that compute static welfare gains associated
with multinational production.

14Rodrı́guez-Clare (2007) develops a model of trade and diffusion where growth is caused by technological
progress. Unlike my model, however, diffusion of ideas follows an exogenous process.

15Fosfuri, Motta and Rønde (2001) and Glass and Saggi (2002) consider game-theoretic treatment of knowledge
diffusion in a partial equilibrium context, where spillovers result from a domestic firm trying to hire a MNE trained
worker.
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Section 5 and use it to further characterize the equilibrium. Section 6 concludes. All the proofs
are in the Appendix.

2 The Model

My model introduces learning and dynamics to a framework that is similar to Antràs, Garicano
and Rossi-Hansberg (2006).

2.1 Preferences and Endowments

There is a continuum of heterogeneous agents with different levels of knowledge. Knowledge
is embodied in an agent, but can be acquired through interactions, i.e., an agent can learn from
others. One can think of knowledge as some composite of different attributes that affects an
agent’s productive capability.16 A newborn agent draws his knowledge from an exogenously
given distribution Φ(k) with support [k, k]. I assume that Φ(k) is continuous, with �(k) be-
ing the corresponding density. Agents die every period with a constant probability � and are
replaced by newborns such that the population is constant. � also acts as a discount factor.
The actual distribution of knowledge at time t is denoted by Ψt(k), with  t(k) being the corre-
sponding density. Agents are risk neutral. Since the size of the population plays no role in the
analysis, it is normalized to 1. Time is discrete.

2.2 Production

Firms produce a single, non-storable good. A firm is comprised of a manager and production
workers. Workers do routine jobs and each worker combines with the manager to produce f(y)

units of output, where y is the knowledge of the manager. Thus, “f(y) captures the indivisibility
of management-type decisions and implies a scale economy because it improves productivity
of all the workers in the firm, irrespective of their numbers” as in Rosen (1982) p. 314. Notice
that the productivity of workers in a firm run by a manager with knowledge y is simply f(y).
The manager pays wages to the workers and is the residual claimant on the output.17

There is a technological restriction to the number of workers a manager can hire. The span
of control of a manager depends only on the knowledge of the workers he hires. This span of

16For a trade model where agents have two attributes, see Ohnsorge and Trefler (2007).
17 Here, as in Monge-Naranjo (2008), I assume that there is no difference between the managers and en-

trepreneurs. For a model which makes this distinction, see Holmes and Schmitz (1990).
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control is given by ñ(min
i

[xi]), where xi is the knowledge of the i-th worker hired by a manager.
This is similar to the O-ring production function (Kremer, 1993), whereby the workers in a firm
are as good as their least skilled counterpart. It is easy to see that given such a technology, the
manager will hire only one type of worker in equilibrium. I denote the equilibrium span-of-
control by n(x) and use this notation in the rest of the paper. (For a micro-foundation of such a
technology, see Garicano, 2000). Total output of a firm is then given by

q = f(y)n(x) (1)

I make the following assumptions regarding the production technology:

ASSUMPTION 1a : f is continuous, strictly increasing and weakly convex in y; n is continuous,

strictly increasing and strictly concave in x. Furthermore, ∂
∂y

[f
′(y)
f(y)

] ≤ 0.

ASSUMPTION 1b : f ′(k)

f(k)
> n′(k)

n(k)
.

Assumptions 1a and 1b together imply that the output elasticity of the managerial task is greater
than that of the production task at any knowledge level. As we shall see, this results in the more
knowledgeable agents becoming managers in equilibrium.18 Assumption 1b also says that for
a given knowledge distribution, there should be sufficient asymmetry between the manager and
the worker’s contribution to output. This is a technical condition required for the existence and
uniqueness of equilibrium.19

2.3 Learning

Agents also learn in firms. Since the seminal work of Gary Becker (Becker, 1962), economists
have been studying on-the-job training. In this paper, I abstract from formal training provided
by firms and instead focus on the knowledge that workers acquire while producing. I follow
Jovanovic and Rob (1989) in defining the learning technology. Specifically, within each firm,

18To see this, note that the output elasticity of the manager’s knowledge is ∂q
∂y

y
q = f ′(y)y

f(y) , while that of the

worker is n′(x)x
n(x) . Assumption 1a implies that f

′(y)
f(y) and n′(x)

n(x) are non-increasing in y and x respectively. From

Assumption 1b, we have, f
′(k)

f(k)
> f ′(k)

f(k)

f ′(k)

f ′(k)
> n′(k)

n(k) . This inequality, combined with the previous observation,

implies that f
′(k)k
f(k) > n′(k)k

n(k) ∀k.
19The assumption that labor is the only factor of production is without loss of generality. Capital can be easily

introduced in the model. The cost of capital has three components - sunk, fixed and variable costs. In the absence
of uncertainty in production and credit market imperfections, the first two do not really have any effect; so I just
normalize those to zero. As for variable capital requirement, we can think of it as being subsumed in f(y).
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a worker learns from the manager.20 Learning is stochastic and depends both on the knowl-
edge of the manager and the worker. The randomness in learning does not necessarily reflect
any randomness in the knowledge transfer process but rather, is a simple way of modeling the
heterogeneous capacity to absorb knowledge. A worker with knowledge x at time t has knowl-
edge x′ at time t + 1. The learning distribution is given by L(x′∣x, y), x′ ∈ [x, y]. For all ℎ(x′)

increasing in x′, I make the following assumptions about the learning technology:

ASSUMPTION 2a : ∂
∂x

∫
ℎ(x′)dL(x′∣x, y) > 0.

ASSUMPTION 2b : ∂
∂y

∫
ℎ(x′)dL(x′∣x, y) > 0.

ASSUMPTION 2c : ∂2

∂x∂y

∫
ℎ(x′)dL(x′∣x, y) ≥ 0.

The first two conditions are the familiar ones for first-order stochastic dominance. These
conditions imply that expected learning is increasing in the knowledge of both the workers
and the managers. The third assumption says that there is (weak) complementarity in learning.
Although the learning technology is taken as given, it can be derived from a micro-founded
model where learning requires effort and workers optimally choose how much effort to allocate
(see the online Appendix).

3 Equilibrium

Agents are price-takers. There are two prices in the economy. First, the managers hire workers
and pay a price for their marginal product. Second, the workers learn from the managers and
pay a price for the acquired knowledge. It is inconsequential whether there are two transactions
within the firm or whether the managers simply pay the wage net of the rent (Rosen, 1972).
What matters is the net payment to workers wt(k); let us call this the wage. The absence of
aggregate uncertainty in the model, combined with a large number of agents, implies that the
evolution of the knowledge distribution is deterministic. Since in equilibrium, wt(k) is a func-
tion of only the knowledge distribution, the evolution of wt(k) is also deterministic. Therefore,
given an initial distribution of knowledge, Ψ0(k), a competitive equilibrium is characterized by
a deterministic sequence {Ψt(k), wt(k)}.

At this point, I impose more structure on the form of the equilibrium. As long as � is not

20Unlike Jovanovic and Rob (1989), learning is one-sided. Assuming that managers also learn from workers
could be an interesting extension and would be one channel through which growth can be introduced in this model.
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too small (as I show in the next section, this implies that agents do not learn fast enough), this is
without loss of generality as I prove later in Proposition 1. In particular, I assume that the equi-
librium exhibits positive assortative matching or PAM, whereby more knowledgeable workers
match with more knowledgeable managers; if mt(k) represents the equilibrium matching func-
tion (i.e., mt(k) is the knowledge of the manager who hires a worker with knowledge k), then
m′t(k) > 0. Intuitively, positive assortative matching is a consequence of there being strong
complementarity in production and weak complementarity in learning. I also assume that at
every period t, the equilibrium is characterized by a threshold level of knowledge k∗t such that
all agents with knowledge less than k∗t are workers, while those with knowledge above k∗t are
managers.21

A convenient property of this equilibrium is its block recursive structure - matches can be
determined completely once we know the knowledge distribution. One does not need to know
the wage schedule in order to determine the matches; rather, once the matches are determined,
wages adjust so as to support the matches that emerge. Of course, this does not mean that
the way agents match does not depend on wages. In this economy, wages (and profits) not
only determine the remuneration of the agents but they also play an allocative role (Sattinger
(1993)). But for the purpose of solving the model, the matching function can be derived without
any information on the wage function.

Given a sequence of wage functions {wt}∞t=0, the manager’s problem is then defined recur-
sively as

VM(y, wt) = max
x
f(y)n(x)− wt(x)n(x) + (1− �) max[VW (y, wt+1), VM(y, wt+1)]. (2)

where VW (y, wt) is the value function of an agent with knowledge y, if he chooses to be a
worker while VM(y, wt) is the value function if, instead, he chooses to be a manager. The
value of a manager depends on the current distribution Ψt(k) through the net wage schedule wt,
where the dependence of wage on k is understood. The second term on the right allows for the
possibility that an agent, who is a manager at time t, might choose to be a worker at time t+ 1.

21The key assumption driving this result is 1b. There are two opposing forces that determine matching in this
economy - complementarity, which encourages agents with similar levels of knowledge to match together and
asymmetry, which goes in the opposite direction (Kremer and Maskin, 1996). Assumption 1b, combined with a
large enough � (as I formally show in Proposition 1) implies that the latter effect dominates, whereby managers
and workers with different levels of knowledge match.
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For a worker with knowledge x, VW (x,wt) is given by

VW (x,wt) = wt(x) + (1− �)
mt(x)∫
x

max[VW (x′, wt+1), VM(x′, wt+1)]dL(x′∣x,mt(x)). (3)

The term within the integral denotes the expected value of the worker if he works for a manager
with knowledge mt(x). Depending on how much he learns, the worker might become a man-
ager or continue as a worker at t+ 1. As before, this decision depends not only on the worker’s
own knowledge but also on the wage function at t+ 1. Facing VM(.) and VW (.), an agent picks
the maximum.

In each period, the supply and demand for workers (or managers) must be equal. Labor
market clearing requires that

k∫
k

dΨt(s) =

mt(k)∫
k∗t

n(m−1t (s))dΨt(s) ∀k ≤ k∗t (4)

The left hand side denotes the supply of workers in the interval [k, k], while the right hand side
denotes the demand for workers coming from managers in the interval [k∗t ,mt(k)]. Measure
consistency requires that these two values be equal for every k.22 This follows from PAM, since
the workers hired by managers with knowledge in [k∗t ,mt(k)], must have knowledge in [k, k].
Differentiating equation (4) with respect to k yields

m′t(k) =
 t(k)

n(k) t(mt(k))
(5)

The above differential equation, along with the boundary conditions mt(k) = k∗t and mt(k
∗
t ) =

k, allows us to solve for the matching function. I show in the Appendix that given Ψt(k), the
threshold k∗t and consequently the matching function is uniquely determined.

Over time, workers’ knowledge increases due to learning. But agents also die every period
with probability � and are replaced by newborns who draw knowledge from the exogenous
distribution Φ(k). Birth, learning and death implies a rule for the evolution of the knowledge
distribution Ψt(k):

22Note that the labor market-clearing condition is not standard. It is not enough for the above equation to be
satisfied only for k = k∗t , as would be the case in a standard Lucas span-of-control model without matching.
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Ψt+1(k) = �Φ(k) + (1− �)
k∫
k

k∫
s

dL(s′∣s,mt(s))dΨt(s)for all k ∈ [k, k] (6)

The first term on the right-hand side denotes the fraction of agents who are born in period
t + 1 with knowledge less than k. The second term denotes the agents who remain below k

in period t + 1, despite learning from their managers in period t.23 Equation (6) implies that
Ψt+1 is determined by how individuals acquire knowledge in period t, and the acquisition of
knowledge by individuals is determined only by who they match with at time t, which in turn
depends only on Ψt. Therefore, Ψt+1 is a function of Ψt. We seek a fixed point of Ψt, i.e., an
invariant knowledge distribution Ψ∗.

Let us know turn towards the determination of wage. It might seem natural to write the
wage as a function of the knowledge of both the worker and the manager, given that (a) the
same manager can produce different levels of output by hiring different types of workers and (b)
the same worker can acquire different levels of knowledge by working for different managers.
Condition (a) suggests that the price of labor should be specific to a worker-manager pair while
(b) suggests that the same should be true for the price of knowledge. In order to understand
why wt(x) only has the knowledge of the worker as its argument, let us look at the underlying
mechanism that determines the wage function.

In this economy, a manager with knowledge y offers a wage schedule wt(x, y) such that y is

indifferent between hiring any x. But along with the wage, a manager also offers a continuation
value (from learning) to each worker. Let us denote this byC(x, y). Therefore, a manager offers
a bundle of wage and continuation value, and a worker with knowledge x picks the manager
with knowledgemt(x) wheremt(x) = argmax

y
[wt(x, y)+C(x, y)].24 In equilibrium, the wage

earned by x is the wage offered to him by mt(x), i.e., wt(x,mt(x)) = wt(x).25

This completes the characterization of the competitive equilibrium. The following proposi-

23Note that agents with knowledge s > k∗t are managers and hence,
k∫
s

dL(s′∣s,mt(s)) = 1∀k. The managers

match with workers who have less knowledge and accordingly, they do not learn.
24This is similar to Boyd and Prescott (1987), where the old workers in a firm offer the young a package of

current consumption and future expertise.
25To see why this is an equilibrium, consider an arbitrary worker with knowledge x∗. By construction, wt(x∗)

maximizes the present discounted value of x∗. Therefore, deviation is not profitable. Let the knowledge of the
manager who offers this wage be denoted by y∗. To see why y∗ is also maximizing his profit �(y∗), observe that

�t(y
∗) = f(y∗)n(x∗)− wt(x∗)n(x∗)

= f(y∗)n(x∗)− wt(x∗, y∗)n(x∗)

= f(y∗)n(x)− wt(x, y∗)n(x) ∀x

11
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tion provides for the existence and uniqueness of the equilibrium.

Proposition 1. There exists a �∗, such that ∀� > �∗, a threshold equilibrium exists for every

t and it is unique. The equilibrium exhibits positive assortative matching. Finally, a unique,

invariant knowledge distribution Ψ∗ exists and any initial distribution Ψ0 weakly converges to

Ψ∗.

The proof of the existence and uniqueness of the threshold equilibrium consists of a number
of steps. First, I derive properties of the equilibrium wage function from the assumptions about
the production and learning technologies. Recall that the equilibrium wage is net of the learning
rents that workers pay to the managers. The derived properties are then used to show that there
is (a) positive assortative matching and that (b) the value functions are increasing in knowledge.
In the next step, I prove the existence of a threshold equilibrium under no-learning (� = 1). By
continuity arguments, it is shown that the equilibrium exists even under some learning (� < 1).
Finally, the uniqueness of the threshold equilibrium is established using the same conditions
that guarantee existence. The readers are referred to the online Appendix for the proof.

In the long run, the knowledge distribution converges to Ψ∗, with threshold k∗. Agents who
are born with knowledge above k∗ become managers instantaneously. Since managers do not
learn, these agents are stuck with the level of knowledge they are born with. Of course, during
the transition, we could observe an agent switching from being a manager to a worker, and
back to a manager. On the other hand, agents who are born with knowledge below k∗ start their
lives as workers. These agents learn every period and move up, until they eventually cross the
threshold and become managers themselves. For the remainder of the paper, I shall restrict my
attention to the stationary equilibrium of the model.

4 Analytical Results

In this section, I present some analytical results of my model. To simplify exposition, I make
the following assumption about the learning technology:

ASSUMPTION 2d : If, in period t, a worker with knowledge x works for a manager with knowl-

edge y, then in period t+ 1, the worker’s knowledge x′ could be x with probability � and y with

probability 1− �.

where the last line follows from the definition of wt(x, y). Now pick any x̂ ∕= x∗. Since m′t(x) > 0, y∗ ∕= mt(x̂),
i.e., we must have wt(x̂, y∗) +C(x̂, y∗) < wt(x̂) +C(x̂,mt(x̂)). Hence, in order to hire x̂, y∗ has to offer a wage
w̄, where w̄ > wt(x, y

∗). But then �t(y∗) would decrease. Therefore, y∗ maximizes his profit by hiring x∗. Since,
x∗ was chosen arbitrarily, the result follows.

12
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Thus, learning is an all-or-nothing proposition for the worker. In the next section, I relax
this assumption and work with a more general learning technology. Notice that, in spite of the
learning distribution having just two points, it still satisfies Assumptions 2a, 2b and 2c.26

4.1 Autarky

I begin by examining the equilibrium under autarky. Recall that the density function for the
newborn distribution is given by �(k). The learning technology, along with the newborn dis-
tribution, implicitly defines the invariant distribution and allows me to solve for the threshold
k∗.

Proposition 2. k∗ is defined implicitly by the following equation

k∗∫
k

�(k)

n(k)
dk =

k∫
k∗

�(k)dk + (1− �)(1− �
�

).

Moreover, k∗ has the following properties :

∂k∗

∂�
< 0;

∂k∗

∂�
< 0.

Proposition 2 sheds light on how the distribution changes as the rate of learning increases.
�, being the probability of death in a period, proxies for the length of a time period. A lower
�, holding � unchanged, implies that agents are acquiring the same expected knowledge over
a smaller interval of time. On the other hand, a lower �, holding � unchanged, implies that
agents are acquiring more expected knowledge over the same interval of time. Both these
cases translate into faster learning for the agents. An increase in the rate of learning makes
the knowledge distribution negatively-skewed, as more and more mass shifts to the upper tail.
Consequently, labor market-clearing requires that the threshold shift to the right.

Recall that a worker with knowledge k produces f(m(k)) units of output. Hence, total
output produced in this economy is given by

Y =

k∗∫
k

f(m(k))dΨ(k) (7)

26To see this, note that for any ℎ(.), ℎ′ > 0, the expected value of ℎ(x′) is �ℎ(x) + (1 − �)ℎ(y). Therefore,
∂E[ℎ(x′)]

∂x = �ℎ′(x) and ∂E[ℎ(x′)]
∂y = (1− �)ℎ′(y). Furthermore, ∂

2E[ℎ(x′)]
∂x∂y = 0.

13
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Total welfare is given by

W =

k∗∫
k

VW (k)dΨ(k) +

k∫
k∗

VM(k)dΨ(k) (8)

In this model, individual welfare equals the present value of consumption (or income, since
the good is non-storable) because agents are risk-neutral.

4.2 Integration

Integration, in the context of my model, means that managers from one country can hire workers
in another country, i.e., integration leads to the creation of MNEs. The managerial input is rival
and as a result, managers cannot operate plants in both countries. Whether managers travel
from the source-country to the host-country or not, however, is irrelevant. The motive behind
the formation of MNEs is exploiting differences in factor prices.27 In this paper, I focus on full
integration, i.e., I assume that MNEs are formed costlessly. In particular, I assume away any
cost that might be associated with opening a plant in another country. I do acknowledge that
these costs are important, but the introduction of such costs introduces complexities into the
model thereby diverting our attention from the main issue at hand, knowledge diffusion.

Let us introduce some notation. Define the subscripts i = {A, I}, j = {H,F}, whereA and
I stand for autarky and integration respectively, while H and F stand for home and foreign re-
spectively. The home newborn distribution is denoted by ΦH(k) with support [k, kH ], while the
foreign newborn distribution is ΦF (k), with [k, kF ] being the corresponding support. I assume
that kF > kH and that ΦF (k) first-order stochastic dominates ΦH(k). The latter assumption,
which reflects the relative abundance of more knowledgeable agents in the foreign country, is
key for the welfare results shown later.28 The steady-state knowledge distributions are indexed
by i and j. So, for example, ΨA,H(k) is the home steady-state knowledge distribution under
autarky. I also assume that the two countries have the same population. With integration, the
fundamental change is in the distribution of newborns, which is given by

27 This motive for establishing subsidiaries in other countries is the same as in Helpman (1984).
28In this paper, I want to highlight the dynamic gains to workers in developing countries arising from the access

to better managers from developed countries. As Bloom and Van Reenen (2010) point out, better managers (or
better management practices, to be precise) are relatively more abundant in the U.S. compared to developing
countries like India or China.
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ΦI(k) =

⎧⎨⎩1
2
ΦH(k) + 1

2
ΦF (k) for k ∈ [k, kH ]

1
2

+ 1
2
ΦF (k) for k ∈ [kH , kF ]

(9)

ΦI(k), combined with the learning technology, determines the integrated knowledge dis-
tribution ΨI(k). The new threshold, k∗I , would typically be different from k∗A,j , the autarky
threshold in country j. Equation (9), along with the assumption that ΦF (k) first-order stochastic
dominates ΦH(k), implies that ΦI(k) first-order stochastic dominates ΦH(k). In the benchmark
case of no-learning, the knowledge distributions in both the countries coincide with the new-
born distributions. Consequently, under no-learning, k∗I > k∗A,H (See Lemma 1 in the Appendix
for a proof). With learning, however, the knowledge distributions are no longer exogenous.
Still, one can derive a relation between k∗A,H and k∗I , as shown in the following proposition.

Proposition 3. k∗I > k∗A,H , where k∗I is defined implicitly by the following equation

k∗I∫
k

�H(k) + �F (k)

2n(k)
dk =

1

2

kF∫
k∗I

(�H(k) + �F (k))dk + (1− �)(1− �
�

).

The range of knowledge for the home workers expands under integration. The agents with
knowledge in [k∗A,H , k

∗
I ] switch from being managers to workers. The entry of highly knowl-

edgeable foreign managers raises the opportunity cost of being a manager for a home agent.
This is not only due to (possibly) higher wages paid by the MNEs but also due to the better
learning opportunities provided by the MNEs. An incumbent home manager weighs the cost
of becoming a worker for a MNE (forgone current profits) against the benefit (higher expected
profits in the future). For the managers in [k∗A,H , k

∗
I ], benefits outweigh costs and consequently

they switch.
Although, in the new steady state, there are home agents with knowledge in [kH , kF ], but at

the time of birth, these agents still draw their knowledge from the home newborn distribution,
which does not change with integration. Home agents attain knowledge in [kH , kF ] through

learning, not through birth. Thus globalization creates a class of firms which are bigger and
more productive than the “best” firms under autarky. This result relies on the assumption that
the upper bounds of the home and foreign newborn distributions are different.

Proposition 3 indicates the direction of change for the threshold, but it says nothing about
its magnitude. In particular, the following two scenarios are possible:

Case I (k∗I > kH) : In this case, every agent born in the home country starts his life as a worker.
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The support of ΨI,H(k) is [k,m(kH)], despite the fact that, the home newborn distribution
ΦH(k) still has the smaller support.29 Though theoretically an interesting case, this situation
is quite extreme because it implies that integration results in the destruction of all incumbent
firms (managers), who are replaced by a new class of bigger and more productive firms.

Case II (k∗I < kH) : In this case, the support of ΨI,H(k) is [k, kF ]. This case is characterized
by the birth of a new class of home firms (with knowledge in [kH , kF ]), who are on par with the
foreign MNEs in terms of size and productivity. But unlike Case I, a set of incumbent home
managers with knowledge in [k∗I , kH ] continues to operate in the integrated economy.

Whether we are in Case I or Case II depends on the parameters of the model. As long
as kF is not too different from kH , there will be some incumbent managers operating in the
home country under integration.30 Intuitively, a large gap between kF and kH implies that
following integration, the home agents have an opportunity to work for very knowledgeable
foreign managers. This is also true for every incumbent home manager, who would rather work
in foreign MNEs, learn and become much better managers in the future than remain managers
with low levels of knowledge. Irrespective of which case we are in, integration affects the
matching of agents.

Proposition 4. A positive measure of home workers have a better match in the integrated equi-

librium compared to autarky.

An immediate implication of Proposition 3 is that mI(k) > mA,H(k), where mA,H(.) and
mI(.) are the matching functions under autarky and integration respectively. To see this, note
that mA,H(k) = k∗A,H and mI(k) = k∗I . Proposition 3 then gives the result. Hence, the least
knowledgeable worker in the home country, and by continuity, a set of less knowledgeable
workers, is matched with better managers. On the other hand, some of the home managers are
now matched with less able workers. Since the output of firms depends positively on workers’
knowledge, the output of some of the home firms under integration are necessarily lower than
in autarky.

Corollary 1. Under integration, the output of a positive measure of home firms goes down.

29It is not the case that every home agent is a worker. There are home managers in [k∗I ,m(kH)]. This, however,
means that the home managers in the integrated economy have knowledge greater than kH .

30Note that for a given kH , there exists a k′ such that kF < k′ implies that k∗I < kH . This follows from the
result that k∗I is monotone increasing in kF , and k∗I < kH when kF = kH .
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According to Aitken and Harrison (1999), FDI was accompanied by a decline in the pro-
ductivity of domestically owned firms in Venezuela. This decline, the authors report, is due to a
contraction in output of domestic firms due to the “market stealing effects” of foreign firms. In
this paper, the output reduction is a natural consequence of complementarity in production and
learning.31 Under integration, the most knowledgeable workers are hired by the MNEs leaving
less knowledgeable workers to work for incumbent home firms. I call this the “worker stealing
effect”. Despite this effect, the home managers could actually be better off if learning is fast
enough, as we show later.

Total Home output (GDP) produced in the integrated equilibrium is given by

Y =

k∗I∫
k

f(mI(k))dΨI,H(k)PH (10)

This is different from Gross National Income (GNI), which is given by

GNI =

k∗I∫
k

wI(k)dΨI,H(k)PH +

kF∫
k∗I

�I(k)dΨI,H(k)PH (11)

The difference between the two arises because in an integrated equilibrium, a part of the home
output goes to the foreign country as profits of foreign MNEs, while some of the home firms
may become multinationals and earn profits from their operations in the foreign country. Fi-
nally, aggregate welfare in the home country is given by

W =

k∗∫
k

VW (k)dΨI,H(k)PH +

kF∫
k∗

VM(k)dΨI,H(k)PH (12)

To sum up, with integration, the threshold of the knowledge distribution shifts to the right. This
necessarily means that some of the home workers are hired by more knowledgeable managers.
These workers also learn more compared to autarky. At the same time, some of the incumbent
firms suffer a decline in output.

31In this model, since the output produced by a worker depends only on the knowledge of the manager he is
matched with, the productivity of a firm, as measured by the value-added per worker, does not change.
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4.3 Change in Welfare

Integration changes individual, as well as, aggregate welfare in the home country. I focus my
attention on the case where there are surviving home managers, i.e., Case II.32 In order to under-
stand how learning affects welfare, first let us look at the benchmark case of no learning. This
is similar to the static framework presented in Antràs et al. (2006). A key result that emerges
from Antràs et al. (2006) is that integration raises aggregate consumption, and with risk-neutral
agents, the aggregate welfare of the home economy. What about individual welfare? In the pre-
vious section, we showed that the output produced by the less knowledgeable home managers
goes down under integration (This is true for both the learning and the no-learning case). The
actual change in profits and welfare, however, depends on the wages they pay, which would
be different from those under autarky. Of course, as wages change, the welfare of the workers
change too.

Proposition 5. In the absence of learning, an integrated steady-state equilibrium with incum-

bent home firms can never represent a Pareto improvement relative to the autarky steady-state

equilibrium in the home country.

In the absence of learning, integration creates winners and losers. The identity of the win-
ners and losers, though, depends on the specific parameter values. If we think of workers and
managers as separate factors of production, Proposition 5 essentially gives us a Heckscher-
Ohlin like result. But, does Proposition 5 continue to hold when we introduce learning? In
order to prove otherwise, I have to show that every agent in the home economy is strictly better
off under integration. Since output equals revenue in this model, Corollary 1 implies that some
of the home managers earn lower revenue compared to autarky. Hence, for these managers to
be better-off under integration, the wage bill has to go down more than revenue.

In this model, there are two forces that determine wages. First, there is a labor demand

effect. The entry of foreign managers increases the demand for home workers. At the same time,
integration increases competition faced by the home workers from their foreign counterparts.
As shown by Antràs et al. (2006), (1) if the two countries are not too similar and, (2) if the span
of control is not too small, the labor demand effect raises the wages of all home workers.

Second, there is a learning effect. A worker, in this model, can be hired by any manager
with a positive probability. Working for a more knowledgeable manager means higher expected

32The reason for this is the following : If kF is very different from kH , then irrespective of whether agents learn
or not, every home agent is better off working for the more knowledgeable foreign managers. Thus we get Pareto
improvement, but the home firms disappear completely. Apart from being an extreme case, this is also the only
scenario where home agents experience a Pareto improvement in Antràs et al. (2006).
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learning and consequently, higher earnings. Hence, the entry of highly knowledgeable foreign
managers raises the continuation value of the home workers. PAM, however, implies that the
most knowledgeable managers hire only the most knowledgeable workers. Therefore, the less
knowledgeable workers can work for the MNEs only if they learn and acquire enough knowl-
edge from their current managers, some of whom are the incumbent home managers. A positive
value of learning implies that workers are willing to pay in order to learn. Thus learning creates
a rent. This allows the managers to compress the wage. The workers accept this wage reduction
because they expect to be compensated in the future. So the learning effect tends to lower the
wage schedule.

The final impact on wages depends on the relative strengths of the two effects. The fol-
lowing Proposition shows that under certain conditions, it is possible for the home economy to
realize Pareto gains.

Proposition 6. The integrated steady-state equilibrium is a Pareto improvement for the Home

country if

(1− �)(1− �
�

) > �.

� is a function of technology and the bounds of the home newborn distribution.33 Let us
denote by Ω, the set of pairs of � and � that satisfy the above condition. The left-hand side of
the above expression is positive by definition. For Ω to be non-empty, the value of � must be
positive but small enough. It can be shown that � is an decreasing function of f ′(k)

f(k)
− n′(k)

n(k)
,

i.e., the degree of asymmetry between the manager’s and the worker’s contribution to output.
Intuitively, the greater is this asymmetry, the greater is the increase in the worker’s earning
when he becomes a manager; and the greater is the wage cut that the worker is willing to accept
in order to learn.

Proposition 6 also sheds light on how welfare changes as the rate of learning changes.
Assuming that the right-hand side of the expression in Proposition 6 is positive, the inequality
is not satisfied for high enough � (or �). In the limiting case of no-learning, � = 1 (or � = 1),
the left-hand side is equal to zero. As � (or �) falls, the left-hand side starts to increase and
at some point, exceeds the right-hand side. According to Corollary 1, some of the incumbent
firms produce less under integration relative to autarky. For these firms to be better off, they
must be paying lower wages to the workers. Corollary 2 follows naturally.

33� = 2f(kH)[n(kH)−n(k)]+n(k)[�(kH)f(kH)−�(k)f(k)]
�(k)[f(kF )+f(k)]n(k)−�(kH)[n(k)+n(kH)]f(kH)

, where �(k) = n(k)
1+n(k) and �(kH) = n(kH)

1+n(kH)
.
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Corollary 2. If all home agents gain from integration, some of the home workers must earn a

lower wage compared to autarky.

Pareto gains are important for political economy reasons. Gaining support for trade or FDI
liberalization becomes much easier if every agent gains from integration.34 Notice, however,
that proposition 6 compares welfare across two steady-states. It is possible that even though the
new steady-state generates a Pareto improvement, the policy lowers the welfare of some agents
relative to autarky. Numerically, however, it can be shown that for a wide range of parameter
values, integration generates a Pareto improvement not only across steady-states, but also at the
instant the policy is enacted.

4.4 Remarks

Few remarks are in order. First, the rent-sharing in the model takes place without any bar-
gaining between the workers and the managers. Rather, the division is determined by labor
market clearing. Two assumptions of the model are key for this result - fixed supply of agents
and endogenous occupational choice. To see this, first consider a model without learning. In
equilibrium, the agent with the threshold knowledge k∗ earns the same wage and profit and
accordingly, has the same value from both occupations. Now assume that agents can learn.
Can we have a situation where the workers extract the entire rent from learning? No, because
then the value from being a worker will be higher than the value from being a manager for the
threshold agent; although the current wage and profit are the same, the continuation value of
a worker will be higher than the continuation value of a manager because the worker, almost
surely, will be a manager with knowledge greater than k∗ in the next period. This, however,
cannot be an equilibrium since the agent with knowledge k∗, and by continuity, agents with
knowledge just above k∗, will strictly prefer to be workers. Given the fixed supply of agents,
this will create an excess supply of workers. For the labor market to clear, wages would have
to go down. The amount by which wage falls for each worker is the rent that he pays to the
manager. A similar argument shows that managers cannot extract the entire learning rent either.

Second, if a MNE has more knowledge than an incumbent home firm, PAM implies that
the workers in the MNE are more knowledgeable than the ones in the home firm. PAM also
implies that after working in the (more knowledgeable) MNE, a worker never works for the (less
knowledgeable) home manager. Therefore, there is no flow of knowledge from the MNE to the

34It is not possible to derive policy prescription from such a stylized model. The model does, however, suggest
a channel that could affect welfare calculations and hence calls for more analysis.
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home firm. Despite this, the incumbent firm could be better off if learning is fast enough.35 Of
course, some of the former MNE workers set up their own firms and these managers directly
benefit from the superior knowledge of MNEs. This effect is similar to Monge-Naranjo (2008)
where the transfer of skills from MNEs materializes in a new sector of firms, not in the pre-
existing sector of firms.

Third, knowledge in this model has only one dimension, i.e., it is completely general. I
abstract from firm-specific knowledge along the lines of Hashimoto (1981) and Carmichael
(1983) among others. Unlike Beaudry and Francois (2010), I also assume that the same knowl-
edge can be used for both production and management. This assumption is necessary for a
key feature of the model - workers can smoothly move from one firm to another, until they be-
come managers themselves. This assumption, however, can be relaxed without sacrificing the
tractability of the model. One can introduce a parameter �, where � ≤ 1 measures the fraction
of the knowledge that a worker acquires in a firm, that would be useful in other firms. In this
case, all the qualitative results would go through, but with lower welfare gains. The scenario
where all knowledge is firm-specific would correspond to � = 0. In this case, there would be
no movement of workers across firms just as in a static model.

Fourth, the assumption of risk neutrality is not necessary for the above results. In the ab-
sence of credit market frictions, the Separation Theorem applies - an agent’s decision to maxi-
mize present value of income would be independent of his risk preference. In other words, the
equilibrium matching and earnings will be unaffected by risk-aversion; only the absolute level
of welfare will be altered.

And finally, Corollary 1 suggests that some of the incumbent home firms produce less fol-
lowing integration. If agents learn fast enough, the current earnings of some of the home work-
ers is also lower (Corollary 2). Hence, simply looking at current wages or output might give
the impression that workers and firms in the home country are worse off following integration
when, in fact, they could all be better-off. My model therefore suggests that one should interpret
lower wages or output with caution, especially when drawing conclusions about welfare.

35The traditional view regarding knowledge spillover is that workers with experience in MNEs are hired by
domestic managers. These workers bring with them knowledge regarding better technology and management
practices and this raises the productivity of the domestic firms. See, for example, Barba Navaretti and Venables
(2004). In fact, this is the channel for knowledge spillovers that has been examined by both Poole (2011) and
Balsvik (2011).
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5 Numerical Results

In this section, I parameterize the model and solve it numerically. The exercise allows me to
derive additional dynamic results which cannot be obtained analytically. I present three sets of
results concerning lifetime earnings profiles, inequality and spin-offs from MNEs. Throughout,
the focus is on the home economy.

The only change from the last section is in the learning technology. I assume that a worker
with knowledge x, and working for a manager with knowledge y, draws his knowledge in the
next period from a distribution which is uniform on [x, y]. The production function is given by
f(y) = y�, n(x; �) = x� . Finally, I assume that the distribution of newborns is a truncated
exponential in [1, k] with parameter �. By setting k = 1, the size of the smallest firm is
implicitly set to two (one manager and one worker). The following figures are drawn for � = 1,
� = 0.5, � = 1, kH = 1.5, kF = 1.75.

5.1 Earnings Dynamics

Figure 1: Evolution of individual earnings

Although the economy as a whole does not grow in the steady-state, individual earning
grows over the lifetime. Figure 1 plots the earnings path of the median worker for � = 0.5.
The figure is drawn under the assumption that the actual knowledge he acquires every period is
the expected knowledge that an agent with his level of knowledge would acquire. In the figure,
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Figure 2: Distribution of knowledge of an agent after 5 periods

the agent works for the first three periods and manages from the fourth period onwards. Under
integration, a lower wage in the first two periods is more than compensated by the increase in
future profits. The lifetime earnings schedule under integration is also steeper than that under
autarky.

With integration, the matches of the workers improve. Accordingly, at each period, the
worker learns more which causes the earnings schedule to become steeper. Figure 2 provides
an explanation for the bigger jump in future profits. It shows the distribution of knowledge of
the median worker after 5 periods.36 Following integration, the distribution shifts to the right.
On average, the agent becomes a more knowledgeable manager compared to autarky and hence,
his expected profits are higher.

Evidence regarding the impact of multinational production on wages has been mixed. Aitken
et al. (1996) report that in Mexico and Venezuela, the wage spillover to domestic firms is neg-
ative and significant. On the other hand, Lipsey and Sjöholm (2004) find significant positive
wage spillovers to domestic firms in Indonesia. From Figure 1 it seems that following integra-
tion, wages could down over at least some knowledge intervals. This result, however, is not
inconsistent with the finding of positive wage spillovers. In the above mentioned studies, the
reported wage is the average of wages paid by all domestic firms. The average wage depends
not only on the level of the wage schedule but also on the distribution of workers. With integra-
tion, as workers get matched with better managers and learn more, the mass of the distribution

36Given the parameter values, the probability of the agent living for more than 5 periods is extremely small.
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Figure 3: Consumption distributions

shifts to the right. Therefore, a lowering of the wage schedule and a higher average wage can
go hand in hand.

5.2 Inequality

By generating a non-degenerate consumption distribution, the model also allows me to examine
the effect of integration on inequality. Figure 3 plots the home consumption distributions under
autarky and integration. � is set to 0.5 as before. With integration, the distribution stretches
out, as mass shifts to the upper tail (The maximum consumption under autarky is 2.05, while
that under integration is 2.77). Figure 4 plots the percentage change in the gini coefficient due
to integration, as a function of �. For � = 0.5, inequality rises by about 40%. But this rise in
inequality is not a general phenomenon. For higher values of �, integration actually leads to a
reduction in inequality. Moreover, there is a monotonic relation between inequality and the rate
of learning.

When agents learn fast enough, integration gives an advantage to those who are born as
the most knowledgeable workers. They work for the most knowledgeable foreign managers,
learn a lot, and in turn, become knowledgeable managers in the future. Agents who are born
with very little knowledge continue to be matched with the less knowledgeable incumbent home
managers and accordingly, learn less - learning amplifies the initial inequality in the economy.37

37The relation between globalization and inequality has been the subject of a large literature. In a seminal paper,
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Figure 4: Change in inequality

The above predictions could partly explain the experience of India since the early 1990s.
The annual FDI inflows to India increased from US $ 654 million to US $ 3083 million between
the periods 1993-94 and 1999-00 (Ministry of Commerce and Industry, Government of India).
During this time, there has been an increase in inequality, as measured by per-capita expenditure
(Deaton and Dreze, 2002). This increase in inequality has occurred not only across regions, but
within urban areas as well. If better managers hire more knowledgeable workers, and there is
wide discrepancy in the knowledge levels of individuals,38 then part of this rising inequality
could be due to differences in opportunities faced by the Indian workers.

5.3 Pattern of MNE activity

As discussed in Section 4, integration leads to the creation of a new class of home managers,
who are as productive as their counterparts in the foreign country. This can be seen in Figure 5
which plots the supply and demand for managers at home in the integrated steady-state equilib-
rium. The supply of managers is simply the part of the knowledge distribution that lies above
the threshold. Recall that the upper bound of the home newborn distribution is 1.5. Hence,
there is a discrete drop in the density of newborn agents to the right of 1.5, which explains the

Helpman, Itshoki and Redding (2010) show how wage inequality could go up as a country gradually opens up.
In their model, the increase in wage inequality is a consequence of increased dispersion in revenues following
opening up, combined with the result that larger firms pay higher wages.

38In spite of churning out almost 400,000 engineers every year, only one in four of India’s engineers are em-
ployable in the software industry (NYTimes, 17th October, 2006).
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Figure 5: Supply and demand for managers

discontinuity at 1.5. The demand for managers is obtained by looking at the number of workers
of each type and the demand for manager per worker.39

Figure 5 suggests that, in the integrated steady-state equilibrium, there are home managers
who are as knowledgeable as their foreign counterparts. At the same time, the supply of home
managers is not sufficient to meet the demand. In the new equilibrium, some of the foreign
managers hire home workers and hence, home firms and foreign MNEs operate together.40

Figure 5 also throws light on the pattern of multinational activity. The supply of home managers
falls short of demand, and there are almost no home MNEs in this equilibrium. Here I follow
Antràs et al. (2006) in assuming that a manager hires workers in the other country only if
he strictly prefers doing so. Moreover, most of the MNEs operating at home are the most
productive foreign firms. Thus, the MNEs, on average, are bigger and more productive than the
home firms. PAM implies that a worker in a MNE, on average, is more knowledgeable than a
worker in a home firm. Therefore, the former employees of MNEs are also, on average, more
productive managers, consistent with the findings of Görg and Strobl (2005).

39The demand for managers per worker is simply the reciprocal of the span of control. This is a special feature
of the span of control depending only on the knowledge of the worker.

40See Markusen and Venables (1999) for the case where FDI leads to the development of local industry, but is
driven out as the industry develops enough.
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6 Conclusion

Despite both formal and anecdotal evidence on knowledge spillover from foreign multination-
als, we do not have a good understanding of, for example, how the distribution of knowledge
changes and occupational choice evolves as a country gradually integrates with the rest of the
world. This paper takes a step in that direction. I show that allowing domestic workers to learn
from foreign managers not only generates novel predictions about lifetime earnings profiles
and consumption inequality among other things, ignoring the dynamic nature of knowledge
diffusion could lead us to draw incorrect conclusions about welfare. Much remains to be done,
however.

As pointed out in the Introduction, in order to focus on matching and occupational choice,
I assume that the transfer of knowledge is a costless process. In reality, firms spend a substan-
tial part of their resources on training their workforce. If there is some degree of mobility of
workers, firms’ incentive to train their workers might be affected, which in turn would affect
the diffusion of knowledge. How would the entry of multinationals affect domestic workers
and firms in this setting?

This paper highlights a new channel through which domestic managers can gain indirectly
from foreign multinationals, even in the absence of any flow of knowledge between them. But
mobility of workers from more productive multinationals to less productive domestic firms
could be another channel through which domestic managers gain. Workers with experience in
multinationals could move to domestic firms for various reasons. A domestic firm could lure a
multinational trained worker with higher wages. Or, in a frictional labor market, a multinational
trained worker could accept a job in a small domestic firm, rather than wait to be matched
with a more productive firm. Whatever be the case, domestic firms benefit from the superior
knowledge that these workers bring along with them. I leave the examination of such interesting
scenarios for future work.
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Appendix
Proof of Proposition 2: Let the number of people being born every period be normalized to 1. Co-
hort t at time t are all newborns. All agents in [k, k∗A] are workers. The measure of these agents is∫ k∗A
k �H(k)dk. A worker with knowledge k demands 1

n(k) managers. Therefore, the total demand for

managers by cohort t workers is
∫ k∗A
k

�H(k)
n(k;�)dk. The supply of cohort t managers is simply the measure

of agents in [k∗A, kH ]. This is given by
∫ kH
k∗A

�H(k)dk. Let us consider the distribution of cohort t − 1

agents at time t. A fraction 1 − � of every type of agent in [k, k∗A] survive in period t. Out of the
ones that survive, a fraction � of every type of agent do not learn and remain where they are. Hence,
the total demand for managers by cohort t − 1 workers is

∫ k∗A
k

�(1−�)�H(k)
n(k;�) dk. Similarly, a fraction

1 − � of the cohort t − 1 managers in [k∗A, k] survive in period t. These agents do not learn. Moreover,
(1−�)(1−�)

∫ k∗A
k �H(k)dk agents move into this interval from [k, k∗A]. They are the cohort t−1 agents

who were workers in period t−1 but become managers in period t. Therefore, the supply of cohort t−1

managers is (1 − �)[
∫ kH
k∗A

�H(k)dk + (1 − �)
∫ k∗A
k �H(k)dk]. The supply and demand for managers in

other cohorts can be obtained in a similar fashion. Adding up the demand for managers and the supply
of managers in each cohort, we get

Demand for managers =
1

1− �(1− �)

k∗A∫
k

�H(k)

n(k;�)
dk

Supply of managers =
1

�(1− �(1− �))
[(1− �(1− �))

kH∫
k∗A

�H(k)dk + (1− �)(1− �)

k∗A∫
k

�H(k)dk]

In equilibrium, supply must equal demand. Equating the above two expressions and after a bit of algebra,
we obtain the following :

k∗A∫
k

�H(k)

n(k;�)
dk =

kH∫
k∗A

�H(k)dk + (1− �)(1− �
�

)

In order to derive the properties of k∗A, we use the Implicit Function Theorem. Differentiating the above
equation w.r.t. �,

∂k∗A
∂�

�H(k∗A)

n(k∗A;�)
= −

∂k∗A
∂�

�H(k∗A)− (
1− �
�

)

Therefore,
∂k∗A
∂�

[
�H(k∗A)

n(k∗A;�)
+ �H(k∗A)] = −(

1− �
�

)

Since the LHS is positive while the RHS is negative, ∂k
∗
A

∂� < 0. In a similar fashion it can be shown that
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∂k∗A
∂� < 0. Differentiating the labour market clearing condition w.r.t. �,

∂k∗A
∂�

�H(k∗A)

n(k∗A;�)
+

k∗A∫
k

−�H(k)

n(k;�)2
∂n(k;�)

∂�
dk = −

∂k∗A
∂�

�H(k∗A)

Re-arranging terms, we have

∂k∗A
∂�

[
�H(k∗A)

n(k∗A;�)
+ �H(k∗A)] =

k∗A∫
k

�H(k)

n(k;�)2
∂n(k;�)

∂�
dk

Since ∂n(k;�)
∂� > 0, both the LHS and the RHS are positive. Therefore, ∂k

∗
A

∂� > 0

Lemma 1. If a knowledge distribution G first-order stochastic dominates another distribution H , then
k∗G > k∗H , where k∗G and k∗H are the thresholds under G and H respectively.

Proof. Let G f.o.s.d. H . Let g and ℎ be the corresponding densities. Also, let �(k) be the demand for
manager per worker, where the worker has knowledge k. Since the span of control is only a function of
the worker’s knowledge, a worker with knowledge k works in a firm of size n(k). Hence �(k) is simply
the reciprocal of n(k). Therefore �′(k) < 0 (this follows from n′(k) > 0). Also, let k∗ be the threshold
under H .

We shall prove the lemma by contradiction. Let k∗ also be the threshold for G. We can have two
possibilities - (i) g(k) < ℎ(k) for all k < k∗. In this case, the demand for managers under G =∫ k∗
k �(k)g(k)dk <

∫ k∗
k �(k)ℎ(k)dk = demand for managers under H . But the supply of managers

under G = 1 − G(k∗) > 1 − H(k∗) =supply of managers under H . Hence at k∗, there is an excess
supply of managers under G. This means that the threshold for G must be greater than k∗. (ii) There are
n intervals Ai ⊂ [k, k∗], i = 1, .....n such that

g(k) > ℎ(k)∀k ∈ Ai,∀i
g(k) < ℎ(k) otherwise

Rank the Ais such that Ai < Aj ⇒ maxAi < minAj . We proceed as follows - We know that
k < minA1 = a1(say) (otherwise H would f.o.s.d. G). Let B = [k, a1]. Then it must be the case that
g(k) < ℎ(k) for all k ∈ B. G f.o.s.d. H implies that∫

B
g(k)dk +

∫
A1

g(k)dk <

∫
A1

ℎ(k)dk +

∫
B
ℎ(k)dk

Re-arranging the above equation,∫
A1

[g(k)− ℎ(k)]dk <

∫
B

[ℎ(k)− g(k)]dk
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Multiplying both sides by �(a1),∫
A1

�(a1)[g(k)− ℎ(k)]dk <

∫
B
�(a1)[ℎ(k)− g(k)]dk

Now, �′(k) < 0 implies that �(a1) < �(k)∀k ∈ B and �(a1) > �(k)∀k ∈ A1. Replacing �(a1) in the
above equation, ∫

A1

�(k)[g(k)− ℎ(k)]dk <

∫
B
�(k)[ℎ(k)− g(k)]dk

Here we are using the fact that ℎ(k) − g(k) > 0∀k ∈ B and g(k) − ℎ(k) > 0∀k ∈ A1. We re-arrange
again to obtain ∫

B
�(k)g(k)dk +

∫
A1

�(k)g(k)dk <

∫
A1

�(k)ℎ(k)dk +

∫
B
�(k)ℎ(k)dk

The LHS and the RHS are the demand for managers by workers inB∪A1 underG1 andG2 respectively.
Define maxA1 = a′1 and minA2 = a2. Let C = [a′1, a2]. G f.o.s.d. H implies that∫
B
g(k)dk+

∫
A1

g(k)dk+

∫
C
g(k)dk+

∫
A2

g(k)dk <

∫
B
ℎ(k)dk+

∫
A1

ℎ(k)dk+

∫
C
ℎ(k)dk+

∫
A2

ℎ(k)dk

Re-arranging, we have∫
A2

[g(k)− ℎ(k)]dk < (

∫
B

[ℎ(k)− g(k)]dk −
∫
A1

[g(k)− ℎ(k)]dk) +

∫
C

[ℎ(k)− g(k)]dk

Multiplying both sides by �(a2),∫
A2

�(a2)[g(k)−ℎ(k)]dk < �(a2)(

∫
B

[ℎ(k)−g(k)]dk−
∫
A1

[g(k)−ℎ(k)]dk)+

∫
C
�(a2)[ℎ(k)−g(k)]dk

Since �′(k) < 0, we have∫
A2

�(k)[g(k)− ℎ(k)]dk < �(a2)(

∫
B

[ℎ(k)− g(k)]dk −
∫
A1

[g(k)− ℎ(k)]dk)

+

∫
C
�(k)[ℎ(k)− g(k)]dk

Again, using �′(k) < 0 in the above inequality

LHS < �(a1)(

∫
B

[ℎ(k)− g(k)]dk −
∫
A1

[g(k)− ℎ(k)]dk)

+

∫
C
�(k)[ℎ(k)− g(k)]dk∫

B
�(k)[ℎ(k)− g(k)]dk −

∫
A1

�(k)[g(k)− ℎ(k)]dk

+

∫
C
�(k)[ℎ(k)− g(k)]dk
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Re-arranging gives us that the demand for managers by workers in B ∪ A1 ∪C ∪ A2 under G is less
than that under H . We can repeat this argument by expanding the set till we reach k∗. But then we have
shown that the demand for managers underG is less than that underH . However the supply of managers
under G is greater than that under H . Therefore, at k∗, there is an excess supply of managers under G.
Hence the threshold under G has to be greater than k∗.

Proof of Proposition 3: The derivation of the threshold is the same as in the proof of Proposition 2.
Equating the supply of managers and the demand for managers, we have

k∗I∫
k

�H(k) + �F (k)

2n(k;�)
dk =

kF∫
k∗I

�H(k) + �F (k)

2
dk + (1− �)(1− �

�
)

Re-arranging, we have

k∗I∫
k

�H(k)

n(k;�)
dk −

kH∫
k∗I

�H(k)dk − (1− �)(1− �
�

) =

kH∫
k∗I

�F (k)dk + (1− �)(1− �
�

)−

k∗I∫
k

�F (k)

n(k;�)
dk

Not that the LHS is the excess demand for managers in the Home country if the threshold is k∗I , while
the RHS is the excess supply of managers in the Foreign country if the threshold is k∗I . If k∗I = k∗A,where
I have dropped the subscript H from k∗A,H for simplicity, the LHS is equal to 0, i.e.

k∗A∫
k

�H(k)

n(k;�)
dk −

kH∫
k∗A

�H(k)dk = (1− �)(1− �
�

)

Since �F (k) f.o.s.d. �H(k), from Lemma 1, we know that

k∗A∫
k

�F (k)

n(k;�)
dk −

kH∫
k∗A

�F (k)dk < (1− �)(1− �
�

)

Therefore, for k∗I = k∗A, the RHS is positive. But this means that k∗I ∕= k∗A. In particular, since the LHS
is increasing in k∗I and the RHS is decreasing, it must be the case that k∗I > k∗A.

Proof of Proposition 5: We know that an allocation A is a Pareto improvement over allocation B if
u(xAi ) ≥ u(xBi ) for all i, and u(xAj ) > u(xBj ) for some j. This suggests that in order to show that A
is not a Pareto improvement over B, it is sufficient to show that ∃ individuals 1 and 2 s.t. u(xA1 ) ≥
u(xB1 )⇒ u(xA2 ) < u(xB2 ) and vice versa. From Lemma 1, we have

k∗A,NL < k∗I,NL

where NL refers to no-learning. If there are incumbent firms in the Home economy, this also means that

k∗I,NL < kH
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The above inequality suggests that under Integration, there are incumbent Home managers who continue
to operate (k ∈ [k∗I,NL, kH ]). At the same time, under Autarky,m−1A,NL(k∗A,NL) = k ⇒ m−1A,NL(k∗I,NL) >

k (follows from PAM). While under Integration, m−1A,NL(k∗I,NL) = k, i.e., under Integration, the man-
ager with knowledge k∗I,NL has a worse match. The present value of k∗I,NL is just the period profits
�I,NL(k∗I,NL) divided by �.

�A,NL(k∗I,NL) = (f(k∗I,NL)− wA,NL(m−1A,NL(k∗I,NL)))n(m−1A,NL(k∗I,NL))

≥ (f(k∗I,NL)− wA,NL(k))n(k) ∀k
≥ (f(k∗I,NL)− wA,NL(k))n(k)

Note that �I,NL(k∗I,NL) = (f(k∗I,NL)−wI,NL(k))n(k). Therefore, the relation between �A,NL(k∗I,NL)
and �I,NL(k∗I,NL) depends on the relation between wA,NL(k) and wI,NL(k). Let us consider the fol-
lowing cases -
(a) wA,NL(k) < wI,NL(k) : In this case, �A,NL(k∗I,NL) > �I,NL(k∗I,NL)⇒ k is strictly better-off under
Integration but k∗I,NL is strictly worse-off.
(b) wA,NL(k) ≫ wI,NL(k) : Then it is possible to have, �A,NL(k∗I,NL) < �I,NL(k∗I,NL) ⇒ k∗I,NL is
strictly better-off under Integration but k is strictly worse-off.
(c) wA,NL(k) = wI,NL(k) : In this case, �A,NL(k∗I,NL) ≥ �I,NL(k∗I,NL). This is not a negation of
Pareto improvement. However let us choose the agent with knowledge k∗I,NL+� such thatm−1I,NL(k∗I,NL+

�) < m−1A,NL(k∗I,NL + �). Since m(.) is continuous, we can always find such an �. Moreover, since m(.)

is a function, its inverse must be strictly monotonic. Hence m−1I,NL(k∗I,NL + �) > m−1I,NL(k∗I,NL) = k.
Now

w′A,NL(k) =
(f(k′A,NL)− wA,NL(k))n′(k)

n(k)
<

(f(k′I,NL)− wI,NL(k))n′(k)

n(k)
= w′I,NL(k)

Combined with wA,NL(k) = wI,NL(k), this means that in the neighborhood of k = k, wA,NL(k) <
wI,NL(k). Hence,

�A,NL(k∗I,NL + �) = (f(k∗I,NL + �)− wA,NL(m−1A,NL(k∗I,NL + �)))n(m−1A,NL(k∗I,NL + �))

≥ (f(k∗I,NL + �)− wA,NL(m−1I,NL(k∗I,NL + �)))n(m−1I,NL(k∗I,NL + �))

Using the fact that wA,NL(k∗I,NL + �) < wI,NL(k∗I,NL + �), we have

�A,NL(k∗I,NL+�) > (f(k∗I,NL+�)−wI,NL(m−1I,NL(k∗I,NL+�)))n(m−1I,NL(k∗I,NL+�)) = �I,NL(k∗I,NL+�)

Therefore k∗I,NL + � is strictly worse-off. Hence, for all the 3 cases (a), (b) and (c), we have shown
that at least one individual is worse-off. Since these cases are exhaustive, the result follows.

Proof of Proposition 6: We shall proceed as follows - First, we shall find the condition under which kH
is better-off under Integration. Since kH is a manager under both Autarky and Integration, we have to
show that VM,I(kH) > VM,A(kH). Since kH is matched with k∗A under Autarky and k̃ under Integration,
this implies that

[f(kH)− wA(k∗A)]n(k∗A) < [f(kH)− wI(k̃)]n(k̃)
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Re-arranging, we have

f(kH)[n(k∗A)− n(k̃)] < wA(k∗A)n(k∗A)− wI(k̃)n(k̃)

Now,

wA(k∗A)n(k∗A)− wI(k̃)n(k̃) =
� + (1− �)(1− �)

�
[f(k∗A)n(k)

n(k∗A)

1 + n(k∗A)
− f(k∗I )n(k)

n(k∗I )

1 + n(k∗I )
]

+
(1− �)(1− �)

�
[f(kF )n(k∗I )

n(k∗I )

1 + n(k∗I )
− f(kH)n(k∗A)

n(k∗A)

1 + n(k∗A)
]

+
� + (1− �)(1− �)

�
[
n(k∗A)

1 + n(k∗A)

k∗A∫
k

f(mA(k))n′(k)dk

+
n(k∗I )

1 + n(k∗I )

k∗I∫
k̃

f(mI(k))n′(k)dk]−
k̃∫
k

f(mI(k))n′(k)dk

Let us consider each term on the RHS.

f(k∗A)n(k)
n(k∗A)

1 + n(k∗A)
− f(k∗I )n(k)

n(k∗I )

1 + n(k∗I )
> f(k)n(k)

n(k)

1 + n(k)
− f(kH)n(k)

n(kH)

1 + n(kH)

f(kF )n(k∗I )
n(k∗I )

1 + n(k∗I )
− f(kH)n(k∗A)

n(k∗A)

1 + n(k∗A)
> f(kF )n(k)

n(k)

1 + n(k)
− f(kH)n(kH)

n(kH)

1 + n(kH)

−
k̃∫
k

f(mI(k))n′(k)dk > −f(kH)[n(kH)− n(k)]

n(k∗A)

1 + n(k∗A)

k∗A∫
k

f(mA(k))n′(k)dk > 0,
n(k∗I )

1 + n(k∗I )

k∗I∫
k̃

f(mI(k))n′(k)dk > 0

Replacing the inequalities in the above equation,

wA(k∗A)n(k∗A)− wI(k̃)n(k̃) >
� + (1− �)(1− �)

�
[f(k)n(k)

n(k)

1 + n(k)
− f(kH)n(k)

n(kH)

1 + n(kH)
]

+
(1− �)(1− �)

�
[f(kF )n(k)

n(k)

1 + n(k)
− f(kH)n(kH)

n(kH)

1 + n(kH)
]

−f(kH)[n(kH)− n(k)]

= A(say)
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Furthermore,

f(kH)[n(k∗A)− n(k̃)] < f(kH)[n(kH)− n(k)]

= B(say)

Hence the sufficient condition for kH to be strictly better-off under Integration is that A > B. After a
bit of algebra, this condition reduces to

(1− �)(1− �
�

) >
2f(kH)[n(kH)− n(k)] + n(k)[�(kH)f(kH)− �(k)f(k)]

�(k)[f(kF ) + f(k)]n(k)− �(kH)[n(k) + n(kH)]f(kH)

where �(k) = n(k)
1+n(k) and �(kH) = n(kH)

1+n(kH)
. Of course, this only ensures that kH is strictly better off.

We need to show that every Home agent can be made better off. Notice that for k ∈ [k, k∗A], agents
are workers under both regimes. For k ∈ [k∗A, k

∗
I ], agents are workers under Integration but managers

under Autarky. Finally for k ∈ [k∗I , kH ], agents are managers under both regimes. In the steady-state,
VM,i(k) = 1

��i(k), i ∈ {A, I} ⇒ V ′M,i(k) = 1
��
′
i(k) = 1

�f
′(k)n(m−1i (k)). For k ∈ [k∗I , kH ],

m−1I (k) < m−1A (k)⇒ 1

�
f ′(k)n(m−1I (k)) <

1

�
f ′(k)n(m−1A (k))

⇒ V ′M,I(k) < V ′M,A(k)

Suppose VM,I(kH) > VM,A(kH). Since VM,A(.) is decreasing at a faster rate than VM,I(.) in the
neighborhood [k∗I , kH ], this implies that VM,I(k) > VM,A(k) for k ∈ [k∗I , kH ]. In particular, VM,I(k

∗
I ) >

VM,A(k∗I ). For k ∈ [k∗A, k
∗
I ],

VW,I(k) =
1

� + (1− �)(1− �)
wI(k) +

(1− �)(1− �)
�(� + (1− �)(1− �))

f(mI(k))n(k)

⇒ V ′W,I(k) =
1

� + (1− �)(1− �)
f(mI(k))n′(k) +

(1− �)(1− �)
�(� + (1− �)(1− �))

f ′(mI(k))n(k)m′I(k)

Also, V ′M,A(k) = 1
�f
′(k)n(m−1A (k)). When � = 1, V ′W,I(k) = f(mI(k))n′(k) and V ′M,A(k) =

f ′(k)n(m−1A (k)). Now,

f ′(k)

f(mI(k))
≥ f ′(k)

f(mI(k))
>

f ′(k)

f(kH)
>
n′(k)

n(k)
≥
n′(m−1A (k))

n(m−1A (k))
>

n′(k)

n(m−1A (k))

Hence, V ′M,A(k) > V ′W,I(k). Therefore, ∃ �1 s.t. ∀� > �1, V ′M,A(k) > V ′W,I(k) and hence VW,I(k) >
VM,A(k) for k ∈ [k∗A, k

∗
I ]. In particular, VW,I(k∗A) > VM,A(k∗A). For k ∈ [k, k∗A],

V ′W,A(k) =
1

� + (1− �)(1− �)
f(mA(k))n′(k) +

(1− �)(1− �)
�(� + (1− �)(1− �))

f ′(mA(k))n(k)m′A(k)
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and

V ′W,I(k) =
1

� + (1− �)(1− �)
f(mI(k))n′(k) +

(1− �)(1− �)
�(� + (1− �)(1− �))

f ′(mI(k))n(k)m′I(k)

When � = 1, V ′W,A(k) = f(mA(k))n′(k) > f(mI(k))n′(k) = V ′W,I(k). Therefore, ∃ �2 s.t. ∀� > �2,
V ′W,A(k) > V ′W,I(k) and hence VW,I(k) > Vw,A(k) for k ∈ [k∗A, k

∗
I ]. Hence, if we choose �∗ =

max{�1, �2}, ∀� > �∗, VW,I(k) > Vw,A(k) for k ∈ [k, kH ].
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